Construction Industry Vertical

PanTerra Networks is a unified cloud
service provider, delivering its family of
secure, ultra-reliable, future-proof solution for SMB and Mid-market enterprises. PanTerra includes Streams, a
complete unified communications and
collaboration service. PanTerra also
includes SmartBox, the world's first
communications-enabled file sync &
share service. All PanTerra services can
be self-managed by customers or authorized partners, or subscribed to as a
fully-managed service with SentraCloud. With PanTerra's unified cloud
service solution, enterprises gain the
highest levels of security, scalability,
reliability, availability, quality of service, service level agreement and support available, while significantly lowering their total cost of operations and
IT administration complexities.

If you can scan a document or blueprints, you can share them with
SmartBox. Builders and architects
need to be flexible with their designs
and they need to have access to
standard forms and requisition templates. With SmartBox, you can store
and share all of your documents and
share them with your foremen, carpenters, plumbers, electricians so
that everyone on your crew is working from the same revision order.
When the architect moves the kitchen into the living room and the pantry into the bathroom, everyone
needs to know about it. Need an
immediate design decision? Simply
share a file and click to start a web
conference right from SmartBox.
Communication has never been simpler.
Upload and Download Files. Blueprints and architect specs can be
uploaded/downloaded as necessary,
regardless of file size or type. And,
when you need to share CAD diagrams with your clients and team,
SmartBox can handle the load.
Collaborate with your Team. Instant
message with your team and collaborate straight from SmartBox. Keep

all of your contractors up-to-date on
the latest specs, drawings, contracts,
by clicking on a shared folder and
launching a video conference.
Be certain that you are the only one
working on a shared file. With
SmartBox, you can lock a file while
you’re working on it, make changes
to specs, drawings, etc. and then reload the most current version. And,
if you need to go back to a past version – simply click the Trash Bin icon
and your file is easily recoverable.
Secure and Confidential Access.
When you need to keep proprietary
information secure, SmartBox is
there with encryption technology
and 2-phase authentication. And,
when you need to know who is accessing shared documents, set up
global or individual notifications.
The SmartBox Advantage. SmartBox
is designed with the features every
business requires that seamlessly
integrates file sharing, communications and collaboration together to
improve productivity, responsiveness and information flow between
employees, offices and clients.
SmartBox was built with you in mind.
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